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Before your departure
Visa
The visa request has to be made to the consulate closest
to your place of residence prior to departure. The delay
to issue the visa varies from consulate to consulate (the
consulate in Zürich is fairly efficient, and if the documents
are correct, the visa can be issued within a week).
Some consulates require an appointment, and these
are sometimes hard to find last minute. Checking the
appropriate Brazilian consulate’s website in advance is
useful for understanding the practical procedures of the
visa appointment.

Documents for the student visa1
– Fill in and print the following form: https://brazil.
vfsevisa.com/Brazil-Online/Online/Visa/Home
– A valid passport, with at least six months of validity
after your planned return and at least two blank pages
– Original birth certificate (or legalized copies thereof)
showing parents’ names
– A passport photo, taken on white background
– Certificate of no criminal records (no older than three
months)
– Proof of financial means
– Proof of enrolment in an institution in Brazil (acceptance
letter from the university is enough)
– Proof of medical insurance valid in Brazil
– Copy of flights and itinerary

CPF
The CPF (“Cadastro de Pessoa Física”) is a number
required in order to be able to do many things: get a SIM
card, open a bank account, shop online etc. It can be
requested at the consulate, when the visa request is made
and the CPF will be issued right away. The
following documents are required:
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– Fill in and print the online form: http://www.receita.
fazenda.gov.br/Aplicacoes/Atcta/cpfEstrangeiro/Fcpf.
asp
– Passport and copy thereof

Vaccinations
– Yellow fever: although not mandatory to enter the
Brazilian territory, it is highly recommended. The WHO
has listed the entire state of São Paulo as zone of
transmission of yellow fever. This needs to be done at least
10 days prior to departure.
– Malaria: if you plan on travelling in Malaria affected
areas (most forested areas of the Amazon region, in the
following nice states: Acré, Amapá, Amazonas,
Maranhão, Mato Grosso, Pará, Rondônia, Roraima,
Tocantins) it is recommended to buy antimalarial
medicine and to carry it with you when travelling.
– Rabies: this vaccination can also be done; however, it
needs to be done at least one month prior to travelling to
ensure its effectiveness.

Upon your arrival
To/From Guarulhos:
– Uber can easily be used to reach your final destination in
São Paulo (make sure you wait for the car at the
departure level and not the arrivals). Uber is much
cheaper than taxis. The ride can take up to an hour and a
half depending on traffic (very early in the morning, it can
take around 30/40 minutes).
– Public transportation: bus 257, leaves from Terminal
2 and reaches Tatuapé metro station (metro line 3 – red)
in 30/45 minutes (depending on traffic). The cost per
passenger is R$ 6.25.

To/From Congonhas (domestic flights only):
– Uber can be ordered and the center of São Paulo can be
reached quickly, as Congonhas is the airport closest to the
city.

If the duration of stay is less than 90 days, no visa is required (http://frankfurt.itamaraty.gov.br/de/visa_für_studierende.xml &

http://cgparis.itamaraty.gov.br/fr/vitem4n.xml)
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– Public transportation: a bus makes the shuttle between
the airport and the closest metro station, São Judas
(metro line 1 – blue)

To/From Campinas:
– Uber and taxis can be fairly expensive as the airport lies
at around 80 km from the center of São Paulo.
– Public transportation: a bus connects the airport to
Tietê metro station (metro line 1 – blue), a round trip costs
around R$ 40.

Registro Nacional Migratorio (formerly
known as Registro Nacional de Estrangeiro –
RNE):

– Document proving financial means – proof of
scholarship when applicable
– Document proving enrolment in a course, with dates of
beginning and end of classes
Very important: the documents have to be legalized
and translated in Portuguese. The documents have to
be apostilled by the issuing authority (in case they have
signed the Hague Convention, a list of signatories of the
Treaty can be found here: https://www.hcch.net/en/
instruments/conventions/status-table/?cid=41).
In Switzerland, the documents can be legalized through
the canton or the confederation, depending on whom
issued the document.

– Valid passport

Once you have all the documents, you need to go to the
Federal Police in Lapa (Rua Hugo d’Antola 95) and hand
in your documents. Expect to stand in line for quite some
time, going early in the morning reduces the waiting time.

– Two pictures (3x4 format) – they can be done in a shop in
front of the Federal Police building

Practicalities

– Fill in the online form: https://servicos.dpf.gov.br/
sincreWeb/

– Birth certificate, wedding certificate or consular
certificate if the previous documents don’t mention
filiation
– Contact details (phone number, email address, address)
– Proof of residence may be required – a letter from your
landlord, signed and certified by a cartorio might be
enough
– Proof of payment of invoice
The invoices have to be generated through this website:
https://servicos.dpf.gov.br/gru2/gru?nac=1&rec=2
Select:
“Processamento e avaliação de pedidos de autorização de
residência”
“Emissão de carteira de registro nacional migratório”
– Certificate of no criminal records of the country of
residence of the last 5 years (document should be less than
3 months old)
– Declaration of no criminal record in any country, in the
last 5 years

Accommodation
Being such a big city, São Paulo has a lot to offer in terms
of variety of neighborhoods. Getting an Airbnb before
your arrival can be helpful to get to know the city and the
neighborhoods better.
– Pinheiros / Vila Madalena: young neighborhood with
a lot of bars and restaurants. Well-connected to the rest
of the city (close to several metro and bus stations) and
relatively safe at night it is one of the top choices for
incoming exchange students. It is ideal if you’re studying
at the University of São Paulo as the commuting time is
around 30 minutes, depending on where you live.
– Jardins: rich neighborhood with higher-end bars and
restaurants. The area is safe, and rent can be higher than in
Pinheiros because of the location. The area isn’t necessarily
close to metro stations, which can sometimes be hard for
commuting.
– Bela Vista / Consolação / Cerqueira César: all close to
the Paulista Avenue and the city’s main attractions, and
well connected with the rest of the city. Neighborhoods are
a great option for those studying at FGV.
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– República / Centro: generally, not advised to live there,
because the area isn’t very safe after offices close and on
the weekends.
– Itaim Bibi / Moema: safe neighborhood but not always
very well connected to the rest of the city. It is ideal if you
plan on studying at INSPER, as the university is very
close.

Transportation in São Paulo
– The metro is new and the most practical means of
transportation to avoid São Paulo’s traffic. A ticket costs
R$ 4 and these can be purchased directly at the metro
station.
A tourist “bilhete único” (metro and bus card) can be
acquired for R$ 4 in Rua Augusta 449 or R. Gilberto
Sabino 133 in Pinheiros (check SpTrans website to find
the closest shop: http://bilheteunico.sptrans.com.br/
comumRecargaPostos.aspx)
If you have a CPF and RNE you can register on SpTrans’
website (http://bilheteunico.sptrans.com.br/cadastro.
aspx) and get a personal metro ticket.
In case you’ll be an exchange student at a university in São
Paulo you might be entitled to receive the discount (R$ 2).
In order to benefit from it contact your institution and ask
them to start the procedure.
– Understanding bus lines can be difficult at first. Using
apps such as Moovit and Citymapper can be very useful
for the first few weeks.
The “bilhete único” can be used in the bus, and you’ll be
charged only R$ 4 once and will be able to take 4 buses
within three hours.
– Uber, 99 or cabify are useful for moving around,
especially trips at night. Prices tend to vary throughout
the day, but for European standards it remains very cheap.

Supermarkets
The main supermarkets in São Paulo are Pão de Açúcar,
Carrefour and Dia. Pão de Açucar and Carrefour are
a little bit more expensive than Dia, and the choice of
European goods is greater.

Phone
The main phone providers are Claro, Vivo, Tim and Oi. All
of them offer pre-paid options, that are easy to get with a
CPF.
Pre-paid plans with data and minutes should cost around
R$ 10 per week.
Other options are also available, but tend to force you to
be engaged for a longer amount of time.

Banks
If you plan on staying in Brazil for longer periods of time,
opening a bank account might be a good idea.
For students, Itaú has the least bureaucratic requirements:
– Proof of enrolment in an university
– Proof of residence (letter from landlord with signature
certified by a cartorio is enough)
– RNE
Some European banks offer the option to use the bank
card abroad as if you were in your home country for a
fixed fee. This a great option, avoiding opening bank
accounts and paying fees at each transaction.
Cash machines often have a limit on the amount of cash
you can withdraw (per withdrawal), usually around
R$ 1,000.

Health insurance
You should be covered by a health insurance in your home
country. If you need to see a doctor in São Paulo, you will
have the cover the costs upfront and ask to be reimbursed
by your insurer.

Leisure
Known as the South-American capital for leisure and
culture, São Paulo has a lot of fun options for all tastes.
Backyard of the people of São Paulo, Ibirapuera Park has
a large green area, well-kept spaces and a large number of
free attractions. In addition to being able to enjoy the park
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to practice sports or have a picnic, the visitor still has the
option of several cultural centers.
Some of the most interesting walks of the city are in
the Center: the Pinacoteca do Estado, the Portuguese
Language Museum and the Municipal Market can be
combined at the same day.
Paulista Avenue, is a kind of Museum Avenue with Masp,
Casa das Rosas, Itaú Cultural, Centro Cultural Fiesp,
Instituto Moreira Salles and Japan House.
The axis Itaim-Jardins has more restaurants, but
Higienópolis is a central option. In the nightlife, Vila
Madalena, Vila Olímpia and Baixo Augusta (alternative)
are good options.
Shopping experiences range from the more sophisticated
malls to the bargaining streets such as José Paulino, 25 de
Março and Santa Ifigênia.
Those who would like to know São Paulo from a different
angle can not miss some lookouts such as Banespão, Itália
Terrace, Copan building, Martinelli building and Unique
hotel.
From São Paulo airports is possible to fly to all regions
of Brazil and can be a good opportunity to get to know a
little of this great country.
For those who like the beach good options are Rio
de Janeiro (which also has many cultural options),
Florianópolis and all the northeast region. If you prefer
mountain, Minas Gerais (besides the main historical cities
of the country), Bonito and the “chapadas” (Diamantina,
dos Veadeiros, dos Guimarães, das Mesas) have
breathtaking landscapes. Pantanal and Amazon are great
options for the adventurous.
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